
Jeer Jan, 	 11/12/88 
You were lucky to have found so fine a place in so ::port a time! Best of luck, 

real happiness, in it. 

To answer your question, it appears that t e operation was quite successful. 
I was back for a checkup two days ago and this is what I was told then. I go 

back again in a month and on a nunbe.  of occasions for the coming year. I am one of 
50,000 in a study of lens implants. This is what they did to me, as I'll get to so 
you'll know. 

: have had no real pain and although there are discomforts, they are not bad 
and I believe are the result of tissue being sensitized during the operation. 

Actually, although the operation was done under a local, I slept through JAI! 
I'm sure they gave me a relaxant but I'm not at all sure they laanned for me to sleep. 
I came to as they wer finishing and heard the surgeon say that it had gone well. 
The local was like what the dentist does. 

They diet have problem with my blood, which was too heavily anticoagulated after Pa had no medication for 2 1/2 cispd days. 3o, although they hadn't wanted to, they 
gave me an injection to correct that and :'ent ahead. 

I'n not allowed to drive for at least another month and maybe longer, are: that does make peoblems that we've been able to work around. Especia_ly because this past 
week I had to )ave blood tests every day. 42hin conine week only every other day. 

I've been Using me left or poorer eye to read, and that slows me down quite a 
bit because it is lazy and hasn't really be used for longer than you've been alive. 

Can't use that eye for typing so it is slower also and souetimee more inaccurate.' Jut 
I've been reading with one poor elm. and am grateful foe it. 

Other restrictions are no bending at all and no lifting. I'm not sure why but 
I asked when I was back a week after I was discharged tend they insisted on these 
restrictions, that I countinue obeying them. I am, of course. 

I an not sure but I think that from the way they spoke two days ago it will be abaut two more months before they prescribe new glasses. When I go back next month 
they are taking some kind of stitch in the eye and that is supposed to ire it 	the v 

vision. -t is a grear place and I'm sure it will be explained, as everything to now was. 
The Wilmer Institute is world famoun for its pione. ring in eye surgery and that is where the operation wqs done but I auesz was not a patient in it. I w!e3 under 

hemotology, phe blood, ;hero they studied iA and were able to control what had to be 
controlled. inc people there, too. 

With all that is going on that I'd like to be able to follow better I'e not happy that it will take at beat two4more monthe before new glasses are prescribed and then a couple more weeks until they are ready. I'm not U.IlkailOyZagX unhappy, though, because 
it means the future will be better. 

I've been able to see most of the Anderson crap, which I helped withli knowing 
that it would not be good.A number of reportere have taken some tine and will again 
beginning tomorrow. I've helped with a couple of other shows from which I expect 
no good, What LUC had on Ruby tonight wasn't bad but I think most of what is to 

come may be. The one thing that 1  know is good is a documentary I helped a Univ. Md. brqduate student with. It won a big documentary eeize, the Eagl: award by GIBE, and 
it will be shown around the world for the coning year as represntive the US in compe-
titions. A e: cabl- bought it and is uLriag it 11/19 and 11/20, 7 and 11 p.e. EST. 
I think he'll eiebably be selling casettes. Thanke and best to you both, 
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HAWAII'S GOLDEN SUNSET SKY 5  " 4" 11.  

skies. 
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ISLAND HERITAGE . . . your assurance of quality. 
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As e tlay draws In a close. sit Each and enjoy the peace 	Pui=h5rim  L' Y  a 4 Aand tranquility as the sun dramatically sets in Hawaiian n",) 




